Greetings Mayor and Council,

To mark Valentine’s Day, staff will be issuing an information bulletin today announcing the things about Vancouver that residents love most. The answers were collected as part of the social media competitions for the Building a city we love campaign which attracted more than 200 comments and include responses such as multiculturalism and diversity, the spectacular views and the neighbourhood businesses. The City also asked residents to complete the sentence ‘You know you’re a Vancouverite when...’ and the answers to that question included things like carrying an umbrella, spending your days hiking and going to the beach, and thanking bus drivers.

Best,
Sadhu

Sadhu Aufochs Johnston | City Manager
Office of the City Manager | City of Vancouver
sadhu.johnston@vancouver.ca
604.873.7627

The City of Vancouver acknowledges that it is situated on the unceded traditional territories of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh peoples.